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Aerogen 6 wind generator manual

LVM Replacements and Accessories Regulator for Aero6gen 12V Full Parts ListAerogen product support has now been moved. For all technical and spare enquiries, contact ATMB Marine who will be happy with assist.atmbmarine@atmbmarine.comwww.atmbmarine.comTel: +(33) 01 41 18 75 18 Aerogen (LVM) Wind GeneratorsNote that LVM has sold and new wind turbines are no longer being produced. We are
able to help with the remaining stocks and spare parts only. These excellent and reliable wind turbines are made in the UK by LVM.They feature the latest technology, and experience and experience gained since 1982. The following models are third generation, and are being used worldwide for yachts, research institutes, military forces, and for small electrical applications in remote areas. Powerful performance –
Designed for all wind speedsThe optimum wind speed is between 5 and 20 knots. Aerogenes are designed to operate efficiently in this range, starting at 5 knots. They also take advantage of higher wind speeds to produce higher outputs continuously and safely.Compact, lightweight, robust and freeAerogens of maintenance are lighter and smaller than some units with similar or even lower performances. They are
robust and robust, and incorporate heavy bearings, non-slip rings and brushes. Corrosion-resistant marine materials are used throughout. Aerofoil section blades designed for low-speed, safe and low-speed computers are used to maximize the output of generators at relatively low wind speeds, thus ensuring greater safety, comfort and wear. High efficiency non-scrobrious alternators High efficiency hand wound 3
phase alternators without strophic and neodymium iron boron permanent magnet rotor, coated in sleeve and epoxy, medium Aerogen provide years of maintenance and free use problems. Easy installation - Mounting kits availableAll aerogenes are available in versions of 12 or 24 voltsAerogen 4Produc more power for cruise sailboat and static and mobile caravans. Powerful design with thousands of use
worldwideSuitable for cruise yachts, as well as static and mobile caravansIdeal on a 10M boat to provide power for engines and domestic batteriesThe high efficiency counter and maintenance freeStarts charging 0.5A to 8 Knots, Maximum wind speed of 60 knots gives 20AIt can provide sufficient power for cruise yachts with significant electrical equipment - even cooling. Safe in storms as it is self limiting. Assembly
for 1 or 1.5 tube.aero4gen manualAerogen 6The powerful Aerogen is the ideal unit for live yachts on board, and for applications with high energy use. Ideal for live yachts on board and high consumption applicationsOptimized to produce high outputs safely and continuously Alternating efficiencyRobust and maintenance freeStarts charging 0.5A to 6.5 Knots, The maximum wind speed of 45 knots gives 30AShou
NOT should not be left unattended at wind speeds above 45 KnotStarts loading 0.25 widths at 6.5 knots, produces 4 4 at 12 knots and 10 amps at 20 knots. It is optimized to maintain continuous high outputs at higher wind speeds. It operates safely and continuously in 45 knotted winds, producing 30 ampars (12 V) or 15 amps (24 V), but above that requires some manual control, and is therefore not suitable for
unseen applications. Fan diameter Rotating diameter 1220 mm Turn diameter 1300 mm Weight: 15.14 kgaero6gen manual Regulators devoltage Regulators and diode units are available for sets of individual batteries, twins and triples. When the batteries reach full charge, the energy produced is diverted to a resistance to the wire wound and dissipates as heat, thus ensuring that the wind generator is charged at all
times. A twin battery regulator that will limit wind charger output and prevent overloading of two batteries or battery banks. It can be used to charge three batteries in conjunction with 4DU diode unitCompatible with TWC AdvercBuilt in temperature compensation 25mV/degCAerogen ModelWattsRated OutputMax outputAerogen 4 – 12 v968 Amps15 Amps @ 40 knotsAerogen 4 – 24 v964 Amps7.5 Amps @ 40 knots
Aerogen 6 – 12 v24020 Amps30 Amps @ 45 knotsAerogen 6 – 24 v24010 Amps @ 45 knotsAl some models are no longer available After market replacement Aerogen BladesLVM aftermarket Hub and Blade SetWe have reached the end of authentic stocks of LVM replacement sheets and many are still asking for replacements. As a service to our customers, we supply after-sales replacement center and leaves.
We have options to adapt to wind turbines LVM 50, LVM 3, LVM 4 and LVM 6. These are only available with a configuration of 6 sheets. The leaves are slightly shorter in length, however, the center is slightly larger in diameter equivalent to the same overall diameter. The after-sales leaves of LVM Aerogen are shorter and strongerNote: We don't have a nose cone option at this point. Prices in October
2020Regulator (LVM4TB12) Suites Aerogen 4 – 12 v $484Regulator (LVM6TB12) Aerogen Suites 6 - 12 v $484Regulator (LVM6TB24) Aerogen Suites 6 - 24 v $500Spare Blade for Aerogen 50 $ 145 Spare Sheet for Aerogen 3 and 4 $160 Spare Sheet for Aerogen 6 $220Aftermarket Hub and 6-Blade Set LVM 50, 3 and 4 $836After Market Hub and 6-Blade Set LVM 6$968After market set of stainless steel
fasteners (replace zinc) $65 ORDER HERE - WE SEND IMMEDIATELY ANYWHERE IN AUSTRALIA Generator, Output, Axis, Voltage, Mounting, Rectifier, Regulator, Bearing, Pivot, Terminal, Aerogene, Manual, Wind.co.uk 23680 Technical Data Sheet2 Pages 18-10-2016, 08:17 #2 Independent Delivery Pattern.. Registered: January 2010 Location: PORTUGAL Posts: 24,931 Re: Does anyone know what these
Aerogen wind genes are like? It looks like an Aerogen 4 but from that kind of difficult distance Sure.. They're excellent.. Very quiet, reliable and easy to maintain.. currently selling it back for around £950 in the UK.. I had one for 4 years on an old 31-foot boat that I sailed around the Med.. Always well loaded. If you do not have any manual you can download one from the web. Web. Born to be wild.. Double-click the
image. 18-10-2016, 08:43 #3 Registered user Join date: August 2013 Location: Boat in Puerto Lucia, Ecuador, Corps in SE Australia, Heart in Patagonia.... Ship: Westerly Sealord Posts: 6128 Re: Does anyone Know What These Aerogen Wind Genes Are Like? I have the aqua4aerogen.... I'm sure I'd have the same inside in a different case. Good honest unit, easy to serve, I have to change the bearings about
every 6 or 7 years, but that can be down to use it in towed mode. Manual here 18-10-2016, 09:55 #5 Registered join date: Mar 2011 Location: Panschwitz, Germany Boat: Woods Mira 35 Catamaran Posts: 1884 Re: Does Anyone Know What These Aerogen Windets Genes Are Like? Pix Can you confirm the model? Attached thumbnails ___________________#6 Registered: January 2010 Location: PORTUGAL
Messages: 24,931 Re: Does anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? Of course it looks like one to me.. Although Aerogen 6 is very similar.. but either of the 2 has a great wind generator.. the '6' offers more performance/output.. Either way a good purchase and easy to maintain. Attached thumbnails
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 19-10-2016, 06:30 #7 Registered user Join date: August 2013 Location: Boat in
Puerto Lucia, Ecuador, Corps in SE Australia, Heart in Patagonia.... Ship: Westerly Sealord Posts: 6128 Re: Does anyone Know What These Aerogen Wind Genes Are Like? The fan diameter will tell if 4 or 6. 19-10-2016, 06:39 #8 independent delivery pattern.. Registered: January 2010 Location: PORTUGAL Posts: 24,931 Re: Does anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? Date: Originally Published
by El Pinguino The fan diameter will tell if 4 or 6. Exactly... Aerogen 4 Yacht Cruise Model 12v Model 300AH 24v Model 150Ah 870 x 480mm. Rotation diameter/ circle 10.38kg Aerogen 6 Live aboard the yacht 12v model 670Ah 24 model 335Ah 1,220 x 1,300mm. Diameter/Rotate Circle 15.14kg
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Double-click the picture. 19-10-2016, 14:41 #9 Registered join date: March 2011 Location: Panschwitz, Germany Ship: Woods Mira 35
Catamaran Posts: 1884 Re: Does Anyone Know What These Aerogen Wind Genes Look Like? Hey boaty thanks! I will make an offer so soon I have my next job lined up. It's a 4, but my power requirements are humble. It got room for more solar as well, just not so useful for recharging on a windy night. Cheerio, Franziska www.ladyrover.com ______________________)______)#10 Messages: 704 Re: Does
anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? I agree with the above posters. I had one for years on the ship and still have that Aerogen 4 (now in the shed), although the output is not a lot and I was always eying out of a '6' model, but that was really too big for the stern of that ship (34 feet). It all depends on your energy requirement and whether you have solar or other charging methods. I never had any
problems, I lived on board and put it only for storms over 35-40 knots. 19-10-2016, 21:16 #11 Moderator Join date: May 2008 Location: cruising SW Pacific Boat: Jon Sayer 1-off 46ft fract rig sloop strip plank in W Red Cedar Posts: 17,188 Re: Does anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? Quote: Originally posted by boatman61 Exactimo... Aerogen 4 Yacht Cruise Model 12v Model 300AH 24v Model
150Ah 870 x 480mm. Rotation diameter/ circle 10.38kg Aerogen 6 Live aboard the yacht 12v model 670Ah 24 model 335Ah 1,220 x 1,300mm. Diameter/ turning circle 15.14kg Where is Stu??? Here's a brilliant misuse of power units for him to jump on: Quote: Model 12v 300AH model 24v 150Ah What the hell does this mean? 300AH is 300 Ampere Hours, a meaningless statement about a wind generator. does it
mean that Aerogen 4 will supply 300 hours ampere in a day, a week, a century?? Or does it mean appropriate for a 300-hour ampere battery bank? And what is the strength of the wind? It would be appropriate to tell a potential customer the exit to Amperes at some given wind speeds, as most windgen vendors do. Here! My rant for the day ... Jim Jim
____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
19-10-2016, 21:30 #12 Registered user Join date: August 2013 Location: Boat in Puerto Lucia, Ecuador, Body in SE Australia, Heart in Patagonia.... Ship: Westerly Sealord Posts: 6128 Re: Does anyone Know What These Aerogen Wind Genes Are Like? Quote: Originally published by Jim Cate Where is Stu??? Here's a brilliant misuse of power units for you to jump on: What the hell does that mean? 300AH is 300
Ampere Hours, a meaningless statement about a wind generator. does it mean that Aerogen 4 will supply 300 hours ampere in a day, a week, a century?? Or does it mean appropriate for a 300-hour ampere battery bank? And what is the strength of the wind? It would be appropriate to tell a potential customer the exit to Amperes at some given wind speeds, as most windgen vendors do. Here! My rant for the day ...
Jim Jim 300 AH (or is that aH or maybe Ah?) is what the 4 will give you in a 24-hour period if you're hove at and the wind speed is around 30 knots per hour. I'm trying to sleep here, Jim, I wish you didn't re-take the possum like that. ( I had to get out of bed, go to the graphics room and add some, to get this information....... I used to use mine as a wind instrument .. still have a small conversion table - amps/wind
speed - engraved on the screen next to the ammeter .... 19-10-2016, 23:15 #13 Moderador Uneix-te a la data: maig de 2008 Ubicació: cruising SW Pacific Boat: Jon Sayer 1-off 46 ft fract rig sloop strip plank in W Red Cedar Posts: 17,188 Re: Qualsevol saber com aquests vent Aerogen Aerogen Are? Quote: I'm trying to get to sleep here, Jim, I wish I didn't stir the possum that way. A couple of Pisco Sours should
help, Ping, plus I promise to shut up (at least for a while). Jim
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 20-10-
2016, 01:20 #14 Registered join the date: March 2011 Location: Panschwitz, Germany Ship: Woods Mira 35 Catamaran Posts: 1884 Re: Does Anyone Know What These Aerogen Wind Genes Look Like? Hello guys, despite the lack of use of the units that is figured since the numbers are an exit approach without much information at what wind speed we are talking about, typical manufacturing bu..  WHAT
WOULD BE INTERESTING, it would be a photo of the small wind speed on the table Amp el Pinguino has recorded on its screen. Great to hear that these windgens seem to be a viable alternative to expensive silent winds, at least for the Budget concition between us. Thank you! www.ladyrover.com ________________________#15 Looks like 4 for me. We have the 6 and the leaves look longer in proportion to the
body. The 6 is a great bit of kit, reliable and very, very quiet. It's probably not as powerful as some of the newest designs out there and it takes a lot of wind to get you out a lot of power, but it all helps. If it is the 6, then whatever you do, believe the manual when they tell you that it should not be left unattended. I thought they were being neurotic, so I left mine unteathed and going short in electric braking mode. It was
affected by a storm that melted the brush packet and fried the rectifier (max 500 volt rectifier btw, this is food for thought) Exercise cost me $100 and was a well-learned lesson. Read the manual and CREATE the manual. Matt ______________________________________________________________________ Page 2 Re: Does anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? Quote: Originally published
by Franziska NOW WHAT WOULD BE INTERESTING, it would be a picture of the small wind speed on the table Amp el Pinguino has taped to his screen. Elpinguino tows his use of a water support (I think). Therefore, at 6 knots of speed the ship, you will be getting some power, possibly 8 ampas or more in a guess. While the Aerogen 4 and 6 in 6 wind knots produce absolutely nothing at all. They don't really
produce much of anything until they see 10 knots of wind, and even then it's barely enough to lift the amphimeter out of the stall. You need 15 or more knots for the exit 5 amps or so (60 watts). So the chart would be interesting, but it's not helpful to you. Also, keep in mind that the regulator for some Aerogen models isn't adjustable, so if you use batteries that require more charging voltages (like AGMs), you'll find
the regulatory switches to dump the mode too soon. You can be lucky and find that is the model with adjustable potentiometer to establish the discharge voltage. Anyway, now I'm sitting on the fence throughout the 4 vs. 6 thing. I was confused by the pictures of the boat, which were certainly a 4, their... unsure. Possibly a 6... especially considering that the leaves have been tied.
___________________________________________________________________________ Page 3 Re: Does anyone know what these Aerogen wind genes are like? Quote: Originally published by Franziska NOW WHAT WOULD BE INTERESTING, it would be a picture of the small wind speed on the table Amp el Pinguino has taped to his screen. Elpinguino tows his use of a water support (I think). Therefore, at
6 knots of speed the ship, you will be getting some power, possibly 8 ampas or more in a guess. While the Aerogen 4 and 6 in 6 wind knots produce absolutely nothing at all. They don't really produce much of anything until they see 10 knots of wind, and even then it's barely enough to lift the amphimeter out of the stall. You need 15 or more knots for significant output, 5 amps or so (60 watts). So the chart would be
interesting, but it's not helpful to you. Also, keep in mind that the regulator for some Aerogen models isn't adjustable, so if you use batteries that require more charging voltages (like AGMs), you'll find the regulatory switches to dump the mode too soon. You can be lucky and find that it is the model with the adjustable potentiometer to set the dumping voltage. Anyway, now I'm sitting on the fence throughout the 4 vs.
6 thing. I was confused by the pictures of the boat, which were certainly a 4, their... unsure. Possibly a 6... especially considering that the leaves have been tied. ____________________________________________________________________ Delayed.
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